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will call their attention to the necessity of so doing? I may
point out that one of the results of the absence of such a
course in the conjoint curriculum is that of the three medical
schools in Dublin one alone-the Catholic University Medical
School-gives a course in sanitary science; neither the school
of the Royal College of Surgeons nor Trinity College Medical
School does so. The medical press, which is rightly advo-
cating the teaching. of hygiene in lay schools and of popular
lectures, should even more strongly'impress upon the Irish
Conjoint Board the necessity of an efficient course for their
candidates.-I am, etc.,

ANTONY ROCHE, M.R.C.P.I.,
Professor of Public Health, Catholic University Medical School.

Dublin.

THE RISK OF CONTRiCTING SYPHILIS.
SIR,-Foremost among the dangers of medical practice is

the risk of contracting syphilis in obstetric or surgical cases.
In the course of a long professional experience it has come

to my knowledge that seven of my friends in general practice
have been infected by sores on the right hand or arm. In
some instances the results have been disastrous, whilst in all
the anxiety and expense have been heavy indeed. Naturally,
the sufferers do not care to narrate their own cases, and some-
times whilst in doubt as to the nature of the sore valuable
time for treatment is lost, and there is risk of conveying
infection to patients. In workhouse and district practice I and
my assistants have had several narrow escapes, and latterly in
all cases presenting the least suspicion I have taken the precau-
tion of inspecting the vulva. This, however, is only a partial
safeguard, as in most of the above-mentioned cases the disease
was contracted from chance or emergency patients of respect-
able appearance whose previous history was unknown.
In such circumstances I recommend that the external parts

be inspected, that as few digital examinations as possible be
made, and that the greatest care be taken to cover effectually
any " hang nails " or abrasions; also that the hands be well
cleansed with germicide soap after each examination.
In the hope that this warning may save some from calamity

and that others may give the result of their experience.-
I am, etc.
Weybridge. ADMONITIO.

OPERATIVE INTERFERLENCE IN DISEASES OF THE
STOMACH.

SIR,-As Dr. Saundby did me the honour, and at the Lame
time the unintentional injustice of incorrectly quoting an
opinion which I do not hold, and never did, you will, perhaps,
permit me the privilege of uttering a few words in self-
defence. The paragraph to which I take exception runs
thus:
Robin is undoubtedly right when he says that " no physician of

experience in diseases of the stomach would accept the opinion
expressed by Maylard at the Paris Congress that every case of severe
and per8i8tent dyspepsia justifies an early exploratory incision." 1

I have italicized the words specially referred to. Where
M. Robin got them from I am at a loss. My paper before the
Congress in I900 was entitled " The Value of Early Explora-
tory Operations upon the Stomach in Intractable and
Obscure Diseases of that Organ."

I can only conceive that through some error of translation
M. Robin must have construed "intractable and obscure
diseases " into " severe and persistent dyspepsia," for through-
out the paper these words were never once used. But, while
these words have been placed into my mouth, I am not
altogether disposed to have them displaced if employed under
certain distinct qualifications. Nor am I inclined to believe,
from the very broad, catholic, and, to wit, scientific attitude
which Dr. Saundby assumes in regard to what surgery is
capable of accomplishing in certain gastric diseases, that he,
too, would be unwilling to allow and even consider justifiable
an exploratory operation in severe and persistent dyspepsia
which had become intractable to all his good efforts at cure
by conservative measures.-I am, etc.,
Glasgow, Dec. xgth. A. ERNEST MAYLARD.
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PRIMARY BRONCHOPNEUMONIA.
SIR,-I am sorry that Dr. Coutts writes with so much

warmth, for the question is too simple to require heated con-
troversy. What I have said is that, among the cases com-
monly described as broncho-pneumonia, there is one group^not

generally recognized, which runs the course from beginning to'
end of acute lobar pneumonia. Clinical observation estab-
lishes this beyond doubt. My own belief is that these cases are
really what they seem to be-namely, acute croupous or
pneumococcal pneumonia in a disseminated and not in the
lobar form. Whatever pathological evidenee there may be to.
support this view, it cannot be conelusively proved without
morebacteriological evidence than is at present forthcoming.

If the existence of this form of bronchopneumonia be
granted, its relative frequency as compared with the other
form on the one hand, and with lobar or massive pneumonia
on the other, is a question of much interest, but of compara-
tively subordinate importance.
Let me say, in conclusion, that I have not seen any reason.

to change or modify in any respect the opinions I have
expressed, for they are the result of long clinical observation.
On the contrary, I entertain no doubt that the views I am
empressing will ultimately be accepted.-I am, etc.,
London, W., Dec. igth. SAMUEL WEST, M.D.
*** This correspondence is now closed.

THE DECISIONS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE
MEETING.

SIR,-If you think the subject worth discussing, I will asIh
for space to reply again to "A Secretary of a Division"; not
that his second letter contains any new agument, but for the
purpose of explanation; for I am quite as anxious as he is for
the solidification of the profession.
As to the word " principles," I used it because it appeared?

in the letter I was answering. My own meaning might, per-
haps, have been more fitted by the expression "matters of
opinion."

I prefer, when possible, to discuss facts rather than theories.
I will take a case of " policy towards an external body." The-
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL to-day contains a notice that the
" payment of practitioners called in to assist midwives " is to.
be sent to the Divisions. When the result is made known, if
it shows an overwhelming majority in favour of a certairi
policy, I hold it to be the duty of the small minority to sink
their personal views for the sake of unanimity. But if-this
is only for the sake of argument-it shows the profession
nearly evenly divided between two opposite policies, I hold
that the Representative Meeting would not be justified in
passing a resolution by a small majority in favour of either;
and I should consider the other side perfectly justified in
trying to reverse the decision. Surely it is not contended
that a resolution once passed at a Representative Meeting is
to be binding on everybody for all time!
Now, in writing my former letter, I had a specific case in

my mind, where the Representative Meeting at Oxford dicl
pass a (far from unanimous) resolution on a matter which kt
emphatically assert had not been considered by the Divisions.
It a Divisional vote had been taken, and I found myself in
a small minority, I would have accepted the decision with
resignation if not with approval, but, as that was not the case,
I and my Division intend at present to continue to do our best
to rescind the resolution, and, of course, in the meantime to
agitate against it.
At our meeting on December 14th, we decided to ask the

Central Council to advise us as to the proper procedure; and
I trust "A Secretary of a Division " will see that we de wish
to " play the game," and also that we mean to play it hard.-
I am, etc.,
Altrincham, Dec. 17th. T. W. H. GARSTANG.

SIR,-"A Secretary of Division," in the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of December 3rd, puts forward a rational question
to which generally the answer would be in the affirmative,
but occasionally such an answer would not be given, I think.
In the question of the "SState registration of nurses," for
instance, to which possibly he refers, I do not remember the
Bill or subject having been placed before the Lancashire and
Cheshire Branch of the Association for debate. The Bill was
sent up to the Altrincham Division, but there was no time
for discussion before the Oxford meeting after its receipt. A
subject of that sort cannot be settled in a short time: it is far
too important. As far as the evidence before the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons is concerned, Dr. Fenwick is
reported to have said :1
" So far I bave only heard of two or three-I think it is only

three Branches-that have discussed it."
1 Report Registratiou of Nurses Blie Bolok P. 7,
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If that be correct. it would appear that the subject of
State registration of nurses has not been discussed to any
extent, and I should think scarcely sufficient to justify a vote
being taken in consequence by the meeting at Oxford, but if
taken in that case or a like case the opponents are quite
justified in calling into question any decision arrived at after
so slight a discussion.
Probably many medical men were in the position of the

writer until he had read the Blue Book, and knew little of the
subject-the very important subject-and the proposed Bill.
Such a resolution as was passed by the Altrincham Division

would, I think, naturally be sent to the members of the
Select Committee who were considering and examining with
reference to the proposed Bill.
A letter from Mr. Garstang appeared in the JOURNAL on

December ioth, with which, 1 think, most medical men will
agree, and is straight to the point of the letter of "Secretary of
Division" in the JOURNAL of December 3rd.

I would refer all who take an interest in the "State Regis-
tration of Nurses" to your sensible words upon page I657,
Which, although applied to a " French View of an English
Nurse," might well be used to the matter about which I have
written above.
Ashton-upon-Mersey, Dec. igth. CHARLES J. RENSHAW.

DIPHTHERIA IN BRISTOL.
SIR,-Dr. Davies and Mr. Heaven, in support of their belief

thatHofmann's bacillus is under certain circumstances capable
of being transformed into the diphtheria bacillus, and of
causing diphtheria, mention 21 cases which occurred in or
near Bristol within the last four years. In these a first
examination failed to reveal the diphtheria bacillus, but
ehowed the presence of Hofmann, but the diphtheria bacillus
appeared at a later period in all of them. They also mention
other cases, some of which were severe and fatal, while others
were mild but confirmed by more or less subsequent paralysis,
in which Hofmann's bacillus alone was found. Now, Sir, I
think it must have happened to all of us who have had a wide
experience of bacteriological examinations in cases of diph-
theria, to fail to find the bacillus on a first examination, but
to succeed later. That Hofmann's bacillus was present in
these cases seems to me of no significance, because of its
general prevalence.
But even if, for the sake of argument, it be assumed that

there were no other organisms present in the throats of these
patients than were fouud in the cultures, I maintain that such
cases cannot be accepted as evidence when a scientific point
of great importance is in question, unless the identification of
the bacilli found was confirmed by the acid production test,
and by the inoculation of animals. The appearance of the
organisms alone, though doubtless of value in practice, when
eupported by clinical evidence, cannot be held sufficient for
scientific purposes. Wesbrook has described a diphtheria
bacillus which is pathogenetic to guinea-pigs, and which is
counteracted by antitoxin, and yet which is so like Hofmann's
bacillus that he thinks it is probably included under the
pseudo-diphtheria group of other authors. It certainly looks
very like a Hofmann's bacillus in his figures. I hope, there-
fore, it will not appear discourteous if I ask Dr. Davies and
Mr. Heaven whether the identification of the bacilli found in
the cases which they mention was established by testing for
the power of forming acid out of glucose, and by inoculating
,gainea-pigs.-I am, etc.,
-Stansted. LOUIS COBBETT.

TIHE PROPHYLAXIS OF MALARIA.
SIB,-In your leading article on the Discussion on Malaria

'Prophylaxis at the late British Medical Association meeting
(page 687 of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of September 17th),
I note that you suggest, from some remarks in the papers
and of the speakers, that it would appear that the larva of
the malaria-parasite-conveying Anopheles prefers fresh water
and running streams, "and that it is only the harmless
mosquitos, as far as malaria is concerned," that breed in
puddles round dwellings.
It seems to me to be a matter of duty to point out that,

eo far as this part of the world is concerned, at any rate, the
acceptance of such a belief, as applicable to all affected
regions, would be aretrograde step of great gravity. Here,
Anopheles larvae swarm in small street puddles round
dwellings, and have been found in all the various receptacles

for water named by me in my little contribution to the
discussion published in the same number of the JOURNAL.
Were vigilance to be relaxed in respect of attention to such

localities-as breeding places for Anopheles-by householders
and sanitary inspectors, the great difficulty we experience in
dealing with the anti-mosquito portion of the fight against
malaria would be terribly increased.

It must further be remembered that other species of
mosquitos are carriers of yellow fever and of filariae (possibly
of other diseases), hence the need for fighting against all
mosquitos that breed in and near human habitations. -
I am, etc.,

HENRY STRACHAN,
Lagos, Oct. 25th. Principal Medical Officer.

A CLIMATIC PARADOX.
SIR,-The climate of Mentone and of the Riviera has been

written about often enough to have, perhaps, almost ceased
to be interesting; yet what might be called its characteristic
feature has practically been overlooked, certainly never duly
emphasized. A sunny seaside resort, enjoying the shelter of
a belt of adjacent high mountains to the north, conveys the
impression of a climate very different from that which
actually exists. Travellers to whom a seaside climate is
trying or harmful are warned against the Riviera, and those
for whom mountain air is desirable are recommended else-
where. In spite of this, numbers of these very visitors are
found on the Riviera constantly during the season, who
neither find the sea level nor the sea proximity the drawback
their English experience and advice would lead them to
expect.
The fact is the Riviera-certainly this part of it-should Te

described as having a mountain climate, though at sea level.
During go per cent., at least, of the nights the air passes down
from the mountains (3,ooo or 4,000 ft. high) behind Mentone,
and sets gently seaward through the town. During two-thirds
of all the days in winter the air likewise sets seaward, coming
quietly over the mountains from a northern quarter. Thus, in
the winter I864-5, according to the statistics of Dr. Bennet, the
wind was from a northerly direction (that is, from over the
mountains) on 84 days out of the 121, leaving 37 for more or
less southerly winds (that is, from over the sea). During
several of the remaining days, when there is a sea breeze, the
air is merely the night air which has gone seaward, and is
sucked back again as the sun heats the land. Though it
comes from a southerly direction, it has neither been warmed
in the south nor travelled far over the sea, and feels and
behaves like what it really is-a northerly air.
Obviously, therefore, Mentone and the adjacent Riviera,

though by the sea as regards position, are not by the sea as
regards climate, since the air almost always comes over the
mountains from the land.

I live in summer five miles inland in Devonshire, and here
less than a furlong, but my Devonshire home is a seaside
resort compared to this.
Thus may, perhaps, be partly explained why the Riviera

had formerly the reputation which fashion later transferred
to the Engadine, since in both places it is high mountain air,
fresh, exciting, dry, and diathermanous which is breathed,
but with a difference in pressure and temperature, bringing
certain advantages to each.

Practically, therefore, patients may be recommended to the
Riviera who require a dry and sunny mountain climate at
a low level, fairly remote from the sea.-I am, etc.,

D. W. SAMWAYS, M.D., M.R.C.P., D.Sc.
Mentone, Dec. 1sth.

MENTAL PHENOMENA DEPENDENT ON PHYSICAL
DISEASE.

SIR,-A note under the heading of " Visceral Disease and
Mental Phenomena," in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURRNAL of
September ioth is commented upon by Dr. L'Heureux
Blenkarne in the JOURNAL of September 24th, and I agree
with him that the statement he quotes as having recently
appeared in a scientific article regarding the hopefulness of
patients in chest diseases and their hopelessness in abdo-
minal complaints is worthy of notice, but I would mention
that some sixteen years ago I heard the late Dr. Humphrey
Broomfield, of Dublin, advance the remarkable statement
that in "all cases of disease and injury below the middle line
you invariably got depression of spirits, and in all diseases
and injuries above you had the patient full of hope and
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